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The worship journal is the written reflection that closes the retreat with love and
relative worshipfulness.
At closing circle SAYFers should look inward and reflect on their experiences,
thoughts and questions from the weekend.
The worship journal is the time we come together to express the feelings that you
take from being part of a loving spiritual community.
What did this SAYF mean to you?
It’s hard to write anything that’s not dripping with nostalgia. I love love love seeing the younger
generation start finding their places in SAYF. I know I talk a lot, joke (funny or otherwise) a lot,
and generally just be as obnoxious as possible, but sometimes I wish I was a little calmer,
especially here. You’re all wonderful glorious people that make everything better wherever you
go. We should keep up this amazing community for those yet to come (like my little sister).
My wish for all the newer people is that you continue to find the love and welcoming
environment of SAYF that has kept me coming back for 4 years.
Here’s to everybody that makes SAYF the way it is.
If I could describe this retreat in one word, it’d be: prettycooleven – though I wasn’t there for
much of it. It’s a compound word. I would’ve much rather spent my Saturday with you than on stage for
8 hours. This community has a way of relaxing me and restoring my sanity. I haven’t laughed this much
in a long time. I will see you at nurturing and in March.
Love,
Emily
PS You know what it is: Shout outs!
Lekey I really love you, but feel like you don’t know I exist.
Delaney – But I’m…..Sad 
Ian – I enjoy you.
Mr Prez (Lincoln) - You’re cool too.
Willamae – Thanks for coming. Video chat plz?
I’m just chillin in Afghanistan shooting stuff and cleaning.
Michael – I know you think our massive amount of fro yo and cinnamon rolls restored our friendship, but
I hate you. See you in a few weeks.
Jordan – You’re ridiculous. If I end up at Salem we’re gonna party.
PPS. This weekend marks Chrissy and my four year wedding anniversary, It’s kind of a big deal.
I want to write something, but I wasn’t sure what to write. I think we should play more
card games like Tank or ERS or Euchre. Like a cat.
Chris
PS People are awesome.

This month's bizarre-o Atlanta weather made planning this retreat a
struggle of epic proportions, one that pushed my patience and
perseverance to extremes. I felt like I was in a daily battle against
the corporate media and their constant obsession with Atlanta's icy
roadways, always with a predictable focus on the most frightening and
extreme situations and video footage no matter how much of an
exception those stories became. Everyone's worries over weather and
driving conditions seemed elevated past the level of common sense
concern and into the fringes of irrational paranoia.
In response to this and to assure that our FAPS and drivers from other
meetings could make more informed decisions about transportation
safety, I made daily reconnaissance drives of the local routes to the
Atlanta meeting house and provided reports on the REAL state of the
road conditions they might encounter. Fortunately, near the decision
deadline, we all found agreement that by Friday afternoon Atlanta's
roads would be acceptably safe to travel. Still, between the seemingly
endless email exchanges over transportation issues, and having one
meeting group cancel due to a lack of volunteer drivers, and having
all three original workshop leaders cancel, and having the continued
local school closings on Friday, and facing the late Thursday
cancellation of the secondary service project for our younger friends,
I was very tempted at several points to hide behind the weather hype
and cancel the whole retreat. After seeing all the great work our
group did at the Hosea Feed the Hungry service project on Saturday,
and sitting here this Sunday morning in the worshipful silence of our
SAYF community, I am REALLY, REALLY, REALLY and TRULY glad that we all
found way to move forward instead.
Shout outs to Jim, Flannery, Ruby, Guthrie and Austin for the extra
support with shopping and such, to Karen and Issa and Akumbe and Grady
for accepting my last minute pleas to lead some appropriate (and
appreciated) workshops, to Bert and Karen for night shepherding, to
Kofi for his workshop ideas and organizing support, and to all the
rest of the SAYFers and FAPS who have pitched in and skated bravely
across the glaciers of Atlanta to make this a great retreat weekend!
in appreciation and in peace,
Aaron

PHOTOSYNTHESIS!
SHOUTouts:
Nia: We’re out of soy milk and it’s all your fault!
Tim: Your hair looks like pasta when it’s wet.
Chad: You owe us poi.
Austin: [erase SHOUTout] (You know what I was gonna say ).
Flannery & Xela: are now my parents
Rebecca, Zan and Asa: Where are you?
Aaron: You pronounced Feng Shui wrong. It’s (fung shway) not (feng shway).
Gregor: the song of Solomon is dirty!
Newbies: Welcome to SAYF!
- Guthrie the Plant

The Magical Boots: A Story of Awesome (By Taylor & Madelyn)
Once upon a time there was a pair of boots. They weren’t just ordinary boots, though.
They were very special. You see, anyone who wore the boots could jump twenty feet in the air.
One day, a lady walked into Goodwill, and she saw the boots. She instantly fell in love with the
style, and decided that she must have them. So she tried them on. They fit perfectly because that
was another thing about them- they would fit anyone. So she bought them. The next day, she
wore them to work and her job was to test trampolines. So she climbed onto the trampoline
wearing boots, which you should really never do. You might get hurt. Anyway, she jumped.
She had, of course, expected to jump only as high as a person usually does when jumping on a
trampoline. But instead, the boots catapulted her nearly twenty-five feet into the air. She was
very confused and frightened. She fell back down and hit the trampoline again, and bounced
right back up! After this happened a few times she realized the only thing to do would be to take
the boots off. So she did. Then she tried the trampoline again, and she didn’t bounce any higher
than usual. She wondered if it could be magic. The lady walked home in shoes she borrowed
from her coworker, who tested slip-n-slides.
Now you may be wondering what happened to the boots when she took them off. She
didn’t keep them, she accidentally left them by the side of the trampoline. She had forgotten
them, because she’d been having so much fun jumping and was distracted. But someone else
found them: a little kid who liked trampolines came and saw these fabulous boots. He tried them
on and decided to jump in a nearby mud puddle. With the help of the boots, the kid managed to
jump way higher than he had expected. He was thrilled, though, he could see his house from up
there! He decided to keep the boots but he was curious and wanted to know how they worked.
He figured it must be magic, so he looked up wizards in the phone book.
Now, there is something you should know about the Wizard section of the phone book.
Wizards are never the most organized people, so half of the numbers were outdated and no
longer belonged to the listed wizards. So the first person he called turned out to be the same
lady who first had the boots. They had a little chat about the boots and promised to call each
other if they found anything out. About them. Then the kid, whose name was Frederic, called
some of the other names on the list. Finally, he found a real wizard. The wizard told him that
the boots had come from an ancient cave in like Wales or somewhere. They had probably been
spiffed up since then but it was ancient magic and should only be used for good deeds or it could
go wrong. Frederic thanked the wizard and decided to go on a walk. On his walk, he came
across an elderly woman who was very worried about her cat, who had climbed a tree. Frederic
knew just what to do.
He leapt into the tree and grabbed the cat, and returned it to the old lady. She thanked
him profusely. Suddenly, a scary voice said, “Young man, I want those boots.” He spun around
and looked for the source of the voice, but he saw nothing. “No, I like these boots!,” he called
out.
A dark figure strode around a corner. “I don’t care. I have my own schemes that require
jumping very high. Muhahahaha!” The evil man approached Frederic. Frederic jumped up into
the branches of the tree. Just them, the original lady appeared. “Wait,” she said, “I just found
out what makes the boots magic, and I know just what to do with them!”
And that’s when the refrigerator landed on them.
The end
P.S. Madelyn has a soul.

I really can’t think of anything to write. Except that last night contained the most surreal,
strange, and generally weird conversation I’ve ever been involved in.
-Ian!
Emily, I enjoy you too.

-Thanks to all our brilliant FAPs, we love you forever.
-It’s strange what helping others will make you thankful for.
-Taylor, I’m so proud of you for playing Wink. You’ll always be a winner in my eyes.
Even if Ian’s your partner.
-Isabel, it was rockin meeting you. You’re super cool.
-Love to everybody not here. I especially miss Wayne, that yoga guy.
-Shout out to my homies at tha ATL Friends Meeting, for letting us use this place soooo
many times, and to Planning Committee (How do you even spell that? Quakerfail.) for
rockin it hard.
-I wish I had time to really hang out with all of you. The people I did get to, you all rock.
I love everybody always and forever, I’m always somewhere if you need me.
Love, Lekey
P.S. What do I look like when I sleep? You guys are pretty cute.

Body aches
I slept on the floor last night
Brain flooded
Responsibilities home life love memories
Wink bruises
They won’t last as long as the memories will
Life surrounds
Threatens to overtake my brain my body and
Take me away from here.
Negativity creeps up
Why’d I even come?
I have so many things to do
“It’s just not the same anymore.”
Friends smile
Laugh hug cry dance jump move tables
Heart full.
I remember.

This retreat was small, but it also seemed very close-knit. I really enjoyed hanging out at the
meetinghouse, playing wink, and doing the service project. I think I’ve gotten the smallest
amount of sleep that I’ve ever gotten at a SAYF so far. Snow-blah. I miss Chatanooga.
-Emma
Shout outs???
Chattanooginians- I am really sad that you all couldn’t come. 
Madelyn- Help! Help! Gimme! Help!
Rangers- Rhinosocopter!
D-towners- This is some shoty. Go refrigerate yourself!
Madelyn- We finally played sayf!...but Emma and I still need to take your shoes off for you.
Timmmmy- We didn’t really hang out. This upsets me.
Madelyn- Noo! I didn’t mean to do that! Go back! Go baaack!
Lekey- You’re wrong, no matter how hard you try. You’re always going to be a nice person.
Xela- Soy milk!
Paola- Your leprechaun was/is the best thing EVER! YAY!
Madelyn- Your hand most definitely is a cow!
Ori- You’re cute and adorable. I love you.
Colin- You’re cute and adorable. I love you.
Xavier- Be careful with cutezo. ;)
Ian- OK, I admit it, you might be the tiniest bit stronger than I am…
OK, that was really long, goodnight?
Whenever I try to write, it always seems I can’t write about anything. But the truth is
there is a lot of things to write about. Like the creative and fun drumming sessions with
Kofi’s brother…before this I thought you just smack the drum repeatedly. Then there
are all the funny things that we do outside of the activities, like Ruby being wrapped up
in the plastic wrap. Also, the lounge where we were able to have raves and long
inappropriate prank calls. In the end I will know that this was a great retreat and that I
shall miss you guys until the next one.
XOXO- Your secret lover
P.S. It was a man butt.
This is my first real retreat (like, not stay for one day, call it a day, retreat) lol. I met a ton
of new people and made a lot of new friends. I like it here. I would like to come back,
maybe next time when I come back I can play wink (probably not, but hey, I tried).
Anyway, my point is to thank you for having and welcoming me here. It’s a great place.
Thanks Nia, you butt-wipe.

Ian is a creep. I just saw his picture. No one ever wants more haggis. Boy, you too crazy. But
it’s cool. You’re nice sometimes.
Emily, it was nice of you to come for, like, six hours. They were six good hours. Sort of. I was
sleeping on the awful meetinghouse floor for some of that time. I hate that floor more than
anything in the world.
Delaney, I’m really glad your fruit roll-up incident didn’t prevent you from coming this
weekend. Cause, you know, stuff in your mouth has kept you home a lot recently.
Lincoln, you’re pretty cool. Ah…forgot what I was saying. Oh. You’re weird. Probably crazy.
We all must try to keep you coming back here.
Jordan, you even mumble in your sleep. Say it with me, “The rain in Spain falls mainly on the
plain.”
Greggor. Dude. DUDE. I so don’t even know. You’re definitely weirder than the rest of us,
and it amuses the hell out of me.
I love you all soooo much (mostly Delaney).
Willamae
P.S. I luv unicorns and rainbows and puppies lol. (You can’t hack an epistle. I hate everything.
I’m angry. I’m judging. Blah, whatever.- WB)
I haven’t been to a retreat in awhile. It’s good to be back. I’m tired. Chris, stop
punching me…now we’re even. Oh wait, one more thing:
AAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!
Walk in the club with no ID
Girls on my _____ cause I’m a VIP
Your man can’t do what I can do…
(I forgot the rest!)
Guess I’ll have to rap about it.
And yes Isabelle, I love you too.
I love you…
That was already there, but I think it pretty much represents how amazing this retreat was.
Except that I was very cold last night. When we got here on Friday, no one was here! It was
slightly sad, but then lovely because I got to be a welcoming committee when people did finally
arrive Saturday morning, except sleeping on Friday night didn’t work so well, as we were
sleeping right next to a light. I decided to pretend to be comatose and be one of those people
who sleep through breakfast, but that plan fell through at the mention of hot waffles. Which, by
the way, were delicious. The service project was fun, even when Hannah, Kaitlyn, Colin, and I
got lost several times running a really random errand for a woman with fantastic smelling pizza
boxes. Wink: WIN! Except at the end…still though, it kicked ___. Saturday night I moved
spots from the light so I got some more sleep, but was awakened by drums in my ear. I think this
shows amazing judgment on my part. Also, this morning, NO LUCKY CHARMS! It was quite
devastating because then I had to eat some healthy icky ereal. Well, this happens to be going
nowhere, and I’m also at the end of the weekend. Funny how stuff like that happens. I love you
all.
Love (I feel redundant), Oriana

P.S. Cuddle Parties in the lounge are fun. 
Shoutouts!
Hannah- darling wife, I love you with every particle of my very being. Move to Durham? There
we could invent the feathery touch machine/chair.
Oliver- Mah teddy bear. Also husband. I think we should write down all the rules so no one
forgets them. P.S. I love you.
Emma- Bestie friendy. Sorry for partially stealing your pillow. And a month and two days later
you finally get what was stolen on the camping trip.
Kaitlyn- I think I want your zebrappotomus. Oh! I totally forgot! Fairykiss <3 This also goes to
Hannah and Oliver and Colin, even though he doesn’t get them.
Colin- Aw, you know how it is. Love. And Chapel Hill is better than Durham. You know why?
Cause I live there.
I felt a little off this retreat. I don’t know what it was. Maybe I’ve been gone too long. So many new
faces, (eg LINCOLN! When did my baby brother turn into a sort of tall borderline manly boy with a voice
that barely cracks?!). I’m glad Ruby was able to represent tiny weak people in Wink for me so that team
D may live on. I like eating cake for breakfast. Does anyone remember the cake we had in Nashville like
2 years ago? I was just thinking about that. It was really good. Also that monkey chant guy kind of
reminded me of the guy who came to Asheville a long time ago and made us rub balls of energy all over
our shakras. Oh look, I’m being nostalgic. I miss you, SAYF. I want to come to more retreats but my
schedule is a time-sucking manic so I struggle.
I’m so glad that Lekey exists because she is soooo good at healing my heart. Really, Lekey. Thanks for
moping with me and being the best person in the world.
Also, has anyone noticed how there’s always smelly crumbly socks in the lost and found? The person
who lost them knows that those are their socks but they’re too embarrassed to claim them plus socks are
so disposable. So we just leave our nasty sock-balls at the meetinghouse like a reverse souvenir. Socks in
the lost and found always make me a little sad.
Jordan just said “meh” in his sleep. I feel like that’s the only word he knows. Jordan, do you know how to
say anything other than “meh”?
Hi Willamae. I love you foreber.
All my love and light to each and everyone of you.
Delaney
PS Emily you missed some of the retreat
PPS People who didn’t come (E.G. Ellen, Annie, Michael, Zan: You missed all of the retreat.
PPPS Yo mama so fat she weighs 300 pounds. Yo mama so stupid she failed 3 rd grade. Yo mama so fat
she has low self esteem. Delaney, that hurts.
Our service project yesterday has left me thinking about many things. For instance: the Hosea folks do
this big meal thing 3 times a year – once for Thanksgiving, once for Christmas and once for Martin
Luther King day. That is very cool. I love that the 3 rd one is MLK day….not the 4 th of July or Mothers Day
or Memorial Day or any of the other holidays – but Martin Luther King Day. What a nice way to
remember that man.
I was also appreciating the attitude of all the volunteers and volunteer coordinators who did their job
without complaints or grumbling. They all seemed to understand there was a job to do – and so, lets do
it! No question about it!
Many thanks to the Atlanta planners and to Aaron who needed an extra large dose of flexibility to pull of
this retreat with icy roads all week long. I’m so glad they cleared just in time for SAYF passage… and I’m
glad to be here with all of you.
Love, Therese

Madame, I cannot protest vociferously enough ______ your absurd position which you have
most perdenaciously maintained against all the sweet and comely dictates of reason that I have
hitherto been able to martial against you. Permit me some weeks to compose myself, and I shall
perhaps again attempt the seven calls you lion fortress. That was not man ass.
Next time,
Mongnoos
This SAYF had a high cuddle factor. Except that I was very cold on Friday night. I accidentally fell asleep
on Friday. I meant to stay up all night. The next morning, I leaped up at the mention of hot waffles.
Mmmmmm…..
The service project was fun even when Ori, Colin, Kaitlyn and I got turned around running an errand …
but it was still major exciting.
Wink. Fun. Except for the end. It just got too small. Sleep came very fast last night for me, which wasn’t
supposed to happen. Last night, we moved away from the windows because of the light, but we had
drums in our ears this morning. Smooth move….
SHOUT OUTS N STUFF!
Oriana: I love you with every drop of blood in my heart. And since your heart is filled with that good
stuff, I guess my heart is won over by you.
Colin: Newest best friend. Our adventures will be excellent…When they happen. I LOVE YOU! Ps
Come back!
Ian: That word during Contact yesterday…not cool, man. So not cool.
Joseph: Just move to Berea already! Please! Raise the population from 34 to 35 people!
Emma: Actually, thanks for NOT pouncing on my back earlier. You were right. I totally didn’t see you
coming.
Madelyn: NO DEATH! NO DEATH!
Taylor: You wash that laundry, girl! YEAH!
Lekey: Sit near me on the ride back. We need to talk.
 Hannah Rain
PS I’m gonna start charging for feathery touches. 5 bucks.
Dear SAYF,
I once had a writing teacher who maintained adamantly that – she used to say it all the time to
me – dashes made for sloppy writing. I imagine she would have something a kin to a
conniption fit if she ever found out what a shout out was….
First of all, to all the attendees (who shall go unnamed) of the little symposium on lazers and
certain body parts (which shall also go anonymously), I thank you. It was a hard issue and I
think we made new, serious and interesting progress in the area.
Guthrie – I enjoyed reading the Song of Solomon with you. I think I have come to a more
profound understanding of the text since.
Willamae – You must send me a copy! I have not had such subtly hinted yet penetrating insights
into the female psyche and gender relations since I read Austen. Some are born great. Or, as an
old black lady I once knew put it, “Some’s tatters, some’s truffles”.

This is a really weird experience. It’s Sunday morning at SAYF and I’m actually not super tired. I think I
like actually getting sleep!
I am so glad I came to this retreat. I haven’t come in a while and it’s better than I remembered. Yesterday
was great. Drumming was fun although I hurt my finger! Then going to the stadium that was really
awesome. Usually if you ask someone to describe the service project they did, they won’t say “really
awesome” but seriously, that stadium was really cool. You could so live in one of those suites.
Alright, here’s my confession: This is my 19 th retreat, and I played Wink for the first time. I know,
right???
So because I hate the word shoutouts, I’m going to do “individual messages”:
Hannah: Wash laundry!
Flannery: I like you. Let’s hang out more.’Miyoshi: I hope I will see you and your hat at the March
retreat!
Ian: Effervescent? W:n
Madelyn & Lekey: Washing dishes…in the dark.
Jacob: I appreciate good advice. Really.
Kathryn/Hannah: I think we’re the best duct tapers ever.
Madelyn: Those coke bottles really were heavy….right? PS Damnit!
Okay. I have to write a story now.
Taylor
PS Maddie & I decided what baked good a lot of you are. For example Lekey is a delicious scone and
Emma is a vanilla cupcake with sprinkles.

(Graphical entries next page)

